
UI/UX Documentation 
 

Pipeline 

Aesthetics 
The UI should mostly convey the art style of the overall game, and different pieces 
of UI should be styled to support the underlying metaphor (so, for example, the 
planner actually has to look as a page of paper in a book, and a shop would look 
like a shelf or table with items placed on them). This to make the interface more 
relatable and give them good affordance, making it easier to use for players who 
are less game/computer literate. 
 
Overall, the UI should have a homely, warm feel, with dark colors to contrast the rest 
of the game. It should be imperfect, nature-y looking.   
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Use Cases 

Starting the game 
Trigger: The player wants to play the game and continue where they left off. 
Basic Flow: The player boots up game. The game loads. The main menu opens 
displaying the save files. The player selects a save file, the game loads it, and the 
game starts off from the save point. 
Alternate Flow: If the player does not have a save file available yet, the game opens 
the character creator for a new game. 

Change equipped items 
Prerequisite: Being in gameplay. 
Trigger: The player wants to switch out items (for example, after obtaining a new 
item). 
Basic Flow: The player opens the inventory. The newly obtained item is marked. The 
player clicks on it drags it to one of the quick inventory slots. The item is now linked 
to this slot, so it doesn't disappear from the full inventory, where it does get a 
different marked color (so players can equip the same item in multiple slots). The 
player closes the inventory, selects the quick inventory slot that the item was placed 
in, and uses it. Alternative Flow: The system prefers to stack new items on top of 
existing ones if they are of the same type, but this is only possible for consumable 
items. If the item is already in a quick inventory bar, they can swap to it using the 
numbered keys, the mouse wheel, or +/-. 

Change settings 
Trigger: The player wants to change a part of the game's or program's behavior to 
suit their needs better. 
Basic Flow: The player opens the inventory, then selects settings. The player selects 
the category the setting belongs to, finds the settings and changes it to their liking. 
The player then goes a few layers of menus back to return to gameplay and test 
out the changes. Alternative Flow: Players can also access settings as a selection 
box on the main menu. 

Crafting 
Trigger: The player wants to use items currently in their possession to make new 
items. 
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Basic Flow: The player goes to a crafting station in the game world. A menu pops up, 
showing a list of items the player is able to make based on what they're currently 
holding. The player uses a search feature to find the specific item they want to 
make. They select that item and the resources in the inventory get converted and 
the new item is placed in the inventory. The player closes crafting and can then use 
the item as described in 'Change equipped items'. Alternative Flow: Crafting might 
also be possible (in slightly more limited functionality) without crafting stations. 
Different crafting stations allow for different kinds of craftables. 

Navigation 
Trigger: The player wants to travel to a specific location in the game world. 
Basic Flow: The player checks the map to reference the direction their destination is 
in, and which route they have to take. Then they'll walk into that direction, do some 
other things along the way, and arrive at their destination and do their business 
there. 
Alternate Flow: The player can quickly travel to previously visited locations for a 
small fee using in-game money. 

Dungeons 
Trigger: The player enters a dungeon, and wants to make his way to the exit/boss 
room. 
Basic Flow: The player starts exploring. The player opens the map, which now shows 
the layout of the dungeon and already visited rooms. The player progresses through 
a branch of the dungeon, finds keys, and uses those to unlock other wings of the 
structure. They'll also find a dungeon map which shows the entire outline of the 
dungeon. A seed somewhere in the deepest parts of the dungeon can be planted in 
front of the boss door, and once it blooms, entrance is allowed. 
Alternate Flow: The player can leave the dungeon and come back later to finish it. 
There'll be an 'Escape' item that will allow the player to teleport to the outside.  
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User Flow 
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Screen-by-screen breakdown 
Meta 

 

Priority  Element  Comments 

High  Generic button  Can be rescaled and 
looks good at any size. 
Normal, hovered and 
pressed. Both a normal 
square button and an 
button with an arrow 
sticking out on one of the 
sides. 

Mid  Dialog prompt 
background 

Can be rescaled and 
looks good at any size. 

Mid  Amount selector   

Mid  Tooltip background  One variant with solid 
background, one with 
20% transparent 
background 
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Mid  Custom cursor  Good contrast with UI & 
gameplay 

Low  Text box background  Decoration for a text 
input field. Can be 
rescaled and looks good 
at any size. 

Low  Controller buttons  Face buttons, shoulder 
buttons and triggers, 
important keyboard keys 

Low  Scroll bar  To use for planner & main 
menu 
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Main Menu

 
 

Priority  Element  Comments 

High  Save slot banner   

Mid  New game button   
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Settings 

 
A list of settings can be found in the “Functionality List” further below the document. 

Priority  Element  Comments 

High  Background   

Low  Globe icon   

Low  Slider bars   
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HUD 

 
The item ‘hotbar’ mimics a general controller layout, with the diamond of main 
buttons and shoulder buttons. The amount of money, plus a button helper to 
indicate what you need to press to open the inventory. 
 
The dial on top are grandfather-clock inspired, and turn in order to display the 
correct information. It shows a clock with date indicator, and the tide level is 
displayed as a bar with three states next to it. This would also work with the clock 
sounds to indicate the time of day. The heart indicator is displayed below it. 
 
The message system displays gold & items earned or lost, quest updates, and error 
messages. Messages are stacked when appropriate (when the player collects 
multiple items of the same type in quick succession, but not stacked when a player 
gains and then loses items of the same type.) The notification on the top left can be 
toggled using the planner (but automatically activated for main/story missions) 
 

Priority  Element  Comments 

High  Time/Date dial  Both circles gradually 
spin around based on 
current game state. 
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Inspired by longcase 
clocks. Should be 
decorated while still being 
understandable. 

High  Water meter  Three states 
(low/mid/high tide) 

High  Hotbar slots  Background for hotbar 
slots. Different variants 
for face buttons and 
left/right shoulder 
buttons.. 

High  Open inventory button  With backpack icon. 

Mid  Hearts  Check with farming to see 
if half/quarter states are 
needed 

Mid  Mission scroll & progress 
bar 

Can be toggled on & off 
on the planner screen. 

Mid  Push notifications  Notice, Warning, Error 
variants 

Mid  Boss health bar  Appears on top in a boss 
fight. Should show a skull  

Mid  Interaction indicator  Appears when hovering 
over something you can 
use one of your currently 
held items on. 

Mid  Pickup indicator  Shows player which item 
they picked up, or 
displays warning if 
inventory is full. 

Low  Piggy Bank   
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Inventory 

 
The inventory can hold thirty items, some options for item management, and access 
to other minor features. Items are color coded based on their item type (tool, 
weapon, seeds and consumables). The sort button re-organizes items based on their 
type in the aforementioned order. You can open the world map and planner next to 
the inventory. 
 
The hotbar is made bigger to emphasise the different actions you can do, and which 
slots you can map. Pressing a mappable button will immediately link the item in the 
hotbar, after which it can be used outside of it by pressing the same button. Pressing 
[A] will open up a context menu from which the player can use consumable items, 
pick them up to drag to a different slot, or drop them into the world. 
 
There are sound for picking up & placing down items, these are very functional short 
sounds. There’s the sound for linking items which should be short but impactful. 
Other sounds are for throwing away items & sorting the inventory. 
 
Certain other abilities can also be executed from this menu. For example, the player 
can forge weapons by dragging runes into them, or re-spec them by dragging the 
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respec item on top of it. After a confirmation/result screen, the rune is applied to the 
weapon. 

Priority  Element  Comments 

High  Back button   

High  Inventory slot  Different color based on 
the item type. 

High  Context menu  Normal, hovered, and 
deactivated states. 

High  Planner button  Normal, hovered, & 
pressed 

High  Map button  Normal, hovered, & 
pressed 

Mid  Money counter  Icon & background. 
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Planner 

 
The planner is a quest log that details both main & side quests. The quests are 
different tabs in the log, and upon selecting these you get the quest log & progress 
up until now. The profile shows your name, farm name, and all other kinds of details 
about your game progress. 
 
Opening the quest log should have a paper folding/ book opening sound, same for 
closing. 

Priority  Element  Comments 

Mid  Calendar  Moon icon, square 
background, highlighted 
version for the current 
day. 

Mid  Background  Notebook-like 

Mid  Tabs   
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World Map 

 
A world map that shows your location in the world, as well as locations of interest, 
both static (farm, village, dungeons) as dynamic (player, main quest, side quests). In 
dungeons, this changes to a very outline map (just showing the geometry, different 
tiers, player location, exit & boss). You can use the D-Pad to jump to the next two 
hours, and the map updates appropriately with the tide levels at that time, so 
players can also use the map to plan ahead. The fog of war prevents players from 
viewing areas they have yet to visit.  
 
Can use the same opening/closing sounds as the planner. 

Priority  Element  Comments 

High  World map  Double check if no-one 
outside of UI/UX is 
working on this 

High  Dungeon maps  I think very 
simple/minimal maps 
would be sufficient. 

High  Location indicator  Multiple variants for 
player location, story 
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quest location, side quest 
location, farm, village, and 
dungeons/titans. 

Dialog Boxes

 
Players select choices by pressing it’s matching face button. 

Priority  Element  Comments 

Mid  Dialog background  There are two variants of 
dialog boxes: the one on 
top where the dialog is 
floating above a 
character in world space, 
and another where it is 
floating on top of the 
screen in screen space. 

Mid  Next line indicator  Animated. 

Mid  Choice selection  Normal, hovered, and 
pressed states. 
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End of day screen 

 

Breaking your progress for the day down by activity, similar to Stardew Valley. Shows 
icons for some of the items in each of the categories in which they were sold. 

Priority  Element  Comments 

Low  Background   
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Shops 
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The shop’s item slot act mostly the same as the inventory slots, except items 
dropped into the shop will dissolve instantly. 
 
The middle screen screen is for the service of Lady Cakes. Players can only use this 
screen to hand in items and money to gain back new saplings or shrubs they can 
plant. This system could be a little confusing, so the explanation is very much in your 
face here. The bottom screen is for a similar system for the general store. More info 
is available in the Economy document. 

Priority  Element  Comments 

Mid  Shop background  Shopping cart, money 
icon, and for the special 
systems, an apple and a 
bowl/basket. Transparent 
background. 

Low  Shop logo   

Low  Checkmark  To indicate eligible items 
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Shipping Bin 

 
 

Priority  Element  Comments 

Low  Shipping bin graphic  Mail icon. 
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Storage Chest

 
A storage space for your items. Thanks to the scroll bar, you can have a variable 
amount of space, so you can have storage space vary in the amount of storage 
they have available. 

Priority  Element  Comments 

Mid  Storage background  Clearly contrasts player 
inventory. 
Wooden/crate-like 
background. 
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Loading screen 

Butterflies flapping by while waiting for the game to proceed. 
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Collection screen 

 
A list with all the stuff that you’ve gathered on your adventures. It shows your overall 
completion, has ways to quickly navigate through the collection, and can display all 
relevant information about any selected items, including rarity. 
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Functionality list 
This list contains pretty much all functionality of the UI. Check here if you need to 
know how a certain feature has to behave. Last updated in the beginning of block D. 

 
Area Context Input Reaction 

Amount selector  Press left 
Amount -1, if lower than one, set to 1, will keep decreasing if button 
is held 

Amount selector  Press right 
Amount +1, if the amount is higher than amount of items on stack, 
set to amount of items on stack 

Amount selector  Press up 
Amount +10, if the amount is higher than amount of items on stack, 
set to amount of items on stack 

Amount selector  Press down 
Amount -10, if lower than one, set to 1, will keep decreasing if 
button is held 

HUD  
Be in radius to interact 
with item in-world Show action name on the interaction button 

HUD  X, Y, L, or R button Highlight the pressed button with an animation 

HUD  Press +/Start button Open inventory 

HUD  Press -/Select button Open map 

HUD Time turns 22:00  Push message: "Two hours until the day ends… 

HUD  Health changed Animate currently active heart 

Inventory 
On item slot (not 
empty) Press A 

If tooltip is open, shift it to the bottom side, Open context menu in 
it's place, so it's just above the tooltip. Grey out "Drop" if the item is 
undropable. 

Inventory Context 
menu  Select "Use" Close context menu & inventory, use item a single time 

Inventory Context 
menu Can be dropped Select "Drop" Show amount selector, start at full item quantitiy 

Drop item amount selector Press joystick/dpad 
Change amount (see "Amount selector" category above for exact 
behavior) 

Drop item amount selector Press A Drop items into world, close amount selector & context menu 

Drop item amount selector Press B Close amount selector 

Inventory Context 
menu Cannot be dropped Select "Drop" Push message: "You can't drop this item!" 

Inventory Context 
menu Item actually equipped Select "Unequip" Remove item from hotbar slot, close context menu 



Inventory Context 
menu Item not equipped Select "Unequip" Push message: "Equip the item first with the X, Y, L, or R button." 

Inventory Context 
menu  B button Close menu 

Inventory Cursor on item X button 

Map currently hovered over item to the X button, show animation of 
a copy of the item 'flying' into the hotbar slot. If item is already 
mapped to another slot, swap the items between the slot of the 
button currently pressed and the slot the item is currently in (even if 
the current slot is empty. If the item is already mapped to this slot, 
unequip it by making it drop out of it's hotbar slot. 

Inventory Cursor on item Y button Same as above, but for the Y button 

Inventory Cursor on item L button Same as above, but for the L button 

Inventory Cursor on item R button Same as above, but for the R button 

Inventory  Press B or +/Start Close inventory 

Inventory  Press -/Select 
Show or hide the tooltip (and remember for next time inventory is 
opened) 

Inventory  Press ZR (R2/RT) Sort the inventory on category 

Inventory On planner button Press A 
Open planner on currently tracked quest. If no quest is tracked, 
default to the top of the list of quests. 

Inventory On world map button Press A Open the world map. 

Inventory On Save & Quit button Press A Open context menu, default choice to "Save" 

Save context 
menu "Save" Press A 

Save the game, then close the menu, push message "Game 
saved!" 

Save context 
menu "Save & go to title" Press A 

Saves the game in the slot selected when the game was loaded, 
then go back to the title screen 

Save context 
menu "Save & quit game" Press A 

Saves the game in the slot selected when the game was loaded, 
then quit the game (ONLY ON DESKTOP!) 

Save context 
menu  Press B Close save context menu 

Inventory On settings button Press A Open the settings 

Buying screen Inventory not full Press A 
Open amount selector, start at 1, maximum is stack limit of that 
item 

Buying screen Inventory full Press A Push message: "Your inventory is full! Try selling some items." 

Buy amount 
selector  Press joystick/dpad 

Change amount (see "Amount selector" category above for exact 
behavior) 



Buy amount 
selector  Press A Add to inventory, close amount selector 

Buy amount 
selector  Press B Close amount selector 

Buying screen  Press X 

If no stacks of that item exist in the inventory or are all full, add a 
new stack with one copy of that item. If there are multiple stacks of 
that item, add items to the first stack when searching from the 
top-left. If inventory is full and all stacks, push message "Your 
inventory is full! Try selling some items." 

Buying screen  Press ZL (L2/LT) Swap to selling screen 

Selling screen  Press A 
Open amount selector, start at 1, maximum is how much of that 
item you have 

Sell amount 
selector  Press joystick/dpad 

Change amount (see "Amount selector" category above for exact 
behavior) 

Sell amount 
selector  Press A Remove amount from inventory, close amount selector 

Sell amount 
selector  Press B Close amount selector 

Selling screen  Press X 
Sell one of the selected item from the stack furthest to the bottom 
of the inventory. 

Selling screen  Press ZL (L2/LT) Swap to buying screen 

Shipping Bin  Press A Open amount selector, set initial and max to stack size 

Shipping Bin  Press X Ship item instantly 

Shipping bin amount selector Press joystick/dpad 
Change amount (see "Amount selector" category above for exact 
behavior) 

Shipping bin amount selector Press A Add to shipping bin, remove from inventory, close amount selector 

Shipping bin amount selector Press B Close amount selector 

Shipping Bin  Press ZL (L2/LT) Undo last item put into shipping bin, add into slot it was previously 

Shipping Bin  Press B Close Shipping Bin 

Storage Inventory item Press A Push message: "No space left in storage!" 

Storage 
Inventory item, no slots 
left in storage Press A Open amount selector, set initial and max to stack size 

Storage Inventory item Press LT 
If slot available, drop full quantity of item into the first storage slot, 
push the above error message otherwise 

Storage amount 
selector  Press joystick/dpad 

Change amount (see "Amount selector" category above for exact 
behavior) 



Storage amount 
selector  Press A Add to storage, remove from inventory, close amount selector 

Storage amount 
selector  Press B Close amount selector 

Storage 
Storage item, no slots 
free in inventory Press A Push message: "No space left in inventory!" 

Storage 
Storage item, slots free 
in inventory Press A Open amount selector, set initial and max to stack size 

Storage Storage item Press LT 
If slot available, drop full quantity of item into the first inventory slot, 
push the above error message otherwise 

Storage amount 
selector  Press joystick/dpad 

Change amount (see "Amount selector" category above for exact 
behavior) 

Storage amount 
selector  Press A Add to inventory, remove from storage, close amount selector 

Storage amount 
selector  Press B Close amount selector 

Storage  Press B or +/Start Close Storage screen 

Planner  Move cursor Load quest description for the quest the cursor is parked on. 

Planner Unwatched quest Press A Watch the quest, so it's displayed on the HUD 

Planner Watched quest Press A Unwatch the quest, making no quest display show on the HUD 

Planner  Press B Close 

General Store  On load or change 

Display an exclamation mark next to eligible items, display a 
checkmark for items that have already been unlocked, display 
other items normally 

General Store 
Enough items and 
money Press A Show confirmation box: "Trade in 5 [item name]s and 5000g?" 

General Store Not enough items Press A Push message "You don't have enough of this item to unlock it!" 

General Store Not enough money  Push message "You don't have enough money to unlock this!" 

General Store confirmation Press A 
Unlock item, close confirmation, push message "[Item name] 
unlocked in the General Store!" 

General Store confirmation Press B Close confirmation box 

General Store  Press B Go back to shop dialog choice. 

Lady Cakes  On load or change Display an exclamation mark next to eligible items. 
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Lady Cakes 
Enough items and 
money Press A Show confirmation box: "Trade in 5 [item name]s and 1000g?" 

Lady Cakes Not enough items Press A Push message "You don't have enough of this item to trade it in!" 

Lady Cakes Not enough money  Push message "You don't have enough money to trade this item!" 

Lady Cakes  Press A 
Reserve item, close confirmation, push message "Thanks! [Item 
name] will be delivered tomorrow!" 

Lady Cakes  Press B Close confirmation box 

Lady Cakes  Press B Go back to shop dialog choice. 

Map  On load or change 
Show fog of war on placed the player hasn't been yet, set correct 
map image based on current tide levels 

Map  Press left/right Change the map based on the tides level of the next two hours 

Map  Press B 
Return to game if you pressed - in the main game, return to 
inventory if you came from there 

Collection 
screen  On load or change 

Show items in collection, display a sihoulette of non-unlocked 
items 

  Move cursor 

Load description of the item the cursor is placed on, together with 
grow time, grow season, if unlocked in shop, and if so, at which 
price, and sell price (if sellable) 

Collection screen  Press L/R Jump to next/previous category in the list 

Collection screen  Press B Close menu 

End of day screen Next day choice Press A 
Save the game, then close the menu, push message "Game 
saved!" 

End of day screen Save & Quit Press A Open save context menu (descibed in "Inventory" in this list) 

Dialog Dialog line Press A/B Skip text scrolling, if text scrolled out, go to next line of text 

Dialog Choice Press A/B/X/Y 
Choose choice matching face button pressed, continue to next line 
of text 

Settings "Resolution" Left/Right Decrease/increase resolution if possible. ONLY ON DESKTOP! 

Settings "Windowed/Fullscreen" Left/Right Turn fullscreen off/on. ONLY ON DESKTOP! 

Settings "Global audio" Left/Right Turn down/up all volume of the game 

Settings "Music" Left/Right Turn down/up music volume 

Settings "Sounds" Left/Right Turn down/up sound effects 

Settings "Ambiance" Left/Right Turn down/up ambient sound effects 

Settings "HUD" Left/Right 

Disable/Enable the display of the UI. Many people like to disable UI 
nowadays to take screenshots or simply have a more immersive 
experience. 
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